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Abstract

Abstractive summarization systems leveraging001
pre-training language models have achieved002
superior results on benchmark datasets. How-003
ever, such models have been shown to be more004
prone to hallucinate facts that are unfaithful005
to the input context. In this paper, we pro-006
pose a method to remedy entity-level extrinsic007
hallucinations with Entity Coverage Control008
(ECC). We first compute entity coverage pre-009
cision and prepend the corresponding control010
code for each training example, which implic-011
itly guides the model to recognize faithfulness012
contents in the training phase. We further ex-013
tend our method via intermediate fine-tuning on014
large but noisy data extracted from Wikipedia015
to unlock zero-shot summarization. We show016
that the proposed method leads to more faith-017
ful and salient abstractive summarization in018
supervised fine-tuning and zero-shot settings019
according to our experimental results on three020
benchmark datasets XSum, Pubmed, and SAM-021
Sum of very different domains and styles.022

1 Introduction023

Abstractive summarization aims to generate a com-024

pact and fluent summary that preserves the most025

salient content of the source document. Recent026

advances in pre-trained language models (Devlin027

et al., 2018; Liu and Lapata, 2019; Lewis et al.,028

2020) have led to improvements in the quality of029

generated summaries.030

However, one prominent limitation of existing031

abstractive summarization systems is the lack of032

faithfulness of generated outputs. Faithful sum-033

maries should only contain content that can be de-034

rived from the source document instead of halluci-035

nated or fabricated statements. Cao et al. (2018);036

Kryściński et al. (2019) showed that about 30% of037

the summaries generated by seq2seq models suf-038

fer from the hallucination phenomenon at either039

the entity level or the summary level. Table 1040

shows an example of a model generated summary041

Source: When the experiments are eventually run, the
results will be streamed live on YouTube. Alongside Prof
Hawking, the judging panel consists of [...]
Summary: Stephen Hawking joined the judging panel of a
science competition on the internet education site Gumtree.

Table 1: An example of model generated unfaithful
summary due to entity hallucination from XSum dataset.

with hallucinated entities. The BBC article dis- 042

cusses a teenage science competition streamed on 043

the Youtube website, while a BART-based summa- 044

rizer makes up the term ’Gumtree’ instead. Such 045

hallucinations may cause factual errors and hinder 046

the practical use of summarization models. 047

Faithfulness and factuality in abstractive summa- 048

rization has received growing attention from the 049

NLP community (Kryscinski et al., 2020; Goyal 050

and Durrett, 2021; Zhu et al., 2021; Narayan et al., 051

2021). Recent works have attempted to address the 052

hallucination problem at the entity level by reduc- 053

ing hallucinated entities during generation. Chen 054

et al. (2021) proposed a post-processing method, 055

which replaces the hallucinated entities in the gen- 056

erated outputs with the same type entities in the 057

source document. However, it introduces addi- 058

tional errors to the summary and increases the in- 059

trinsic hallucination. Nan et al. (2021) proposed to 060

address entity hallucination by filtering the training 061

data and multi-task learning with summary-worthy 062

named-entities classification. However, the method 063

sacrifices part of the training data and decreases the 064

quality of the summary. 065

To address the above issues, we propose to solve 066

entity hallucination by guiding the model learning 067

process with entity control code (ECC) (Keskar 068

et al., 2019; He et al., 2020; Fan et al., 2017). We 069

utilize the entity coverage precision between the 070

training document and its reference summary as 071

faithfulness guidance and prepend it to the corre- 072

sponding document in the training phase. Then, 073

we prepend faithful control code during inference 074
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Figure 1: Entity Coverage Control for seq2seq model.

and reduce hallucinated entities effectively without075

decreasing the fluency and salience of generated076

summaries according to our experimental results.077

In addition, we extend control code to a Wikipedia-078

based intermediate tine-tuning model, which gener-079

ates faithful and salient summaries across domains080

in the zero-shot setting. We validate our methods081

on three benchmark datasets across different do-082

mains, and experimental results demonstrate the083

effectiveness of our methods.084

2 Methods085

2.1 Problem Formulation086

Let D = {(d1, s1), (d2, s2), ..., (dn, sn)} denote087

a dataset composed of n document and summary088

pairs. During inference phase, a seq2seq model089

generates summary hypothesis hi for a given doc-090

ument di by computing the probability pθ(hi|di).091

The generated summary hi is expected to be faith-092

ful, which means all the information in hi should093

be entailed by the source document di.094

Following (Nan et al., 2021), we quantify entity-095

level hallucination with entity coverage precision096

precen. It approximates the faithfulness by mea-097

suring the ratio of the named entities in the sum-098

mary that are coming from the source document.099

Formally, it is defined as:100

precen = |N (h) ∩N (s)| / |N (h)| (1)101

where N (t) represents the set of all named entities102

found in a given input text t.103

2.2 Entity Coverage Control104

Figure 1 shows our entity coverage control method.105

We generate a control code Ci for each training106

document and reference summary pair (di, si) so107

the seq2seq model generates summary conditioned108

on both the source document di and its control code 109

Ci, which is represented as pθ(hi|di, Ci). 110

We first compute entity coverage precision 111

precen for each document and reference summary 112

pair (di, si) in the training set D. Then, we quan- 113

tize precen into k discrete bins, each representing 114

a range of entity faithfulness. These bin bound- 115

aries are selected to ensure that each bin contains 116

roughly the same number of training examples to 117

avoid data imbalance. We then represent each bin 118

by a special token control code Ci and add all these 119

special tokens {C1, C2, ..., Ck} to the input vocab- 120

ulary of our seq2seq model. 121

During training, we prepend the corresponding 122

pseudo label Ci to the input document as control 123

code. The seq2seq model is now conditioned on 124

both the source document di and its control code 125

Ci, so it could learn different faithful level genera- 126

tion patterns from the control codes. Then during 127

inference, we prepend the high faithfulness con- 128

trol code Ck to all documents in the test set and 129

generate faithful summaries by pθ(hi|di, Ck). 130

2.3 Controllable Intermediate Fine-tuning 131

Large pre-trained language models (Devlin et al., 132

2018; Lewis et al., 2019) perform poorly in the 133

zero-shot summarization setting since sentence 134

salience information is not learned through pre- 135

training tasks (Zhang et al., 2020). Thus, we pro- 136

pose a controllable generalized intermediate fine- 137

tuning for zero-shot summarization. 138

We first generate pseudo document summary 139

pairs from Wikipedia article dump with similar 140

summary length (n), document length (m) and ab- 141

stractiveness (a) to the target datasets following 142

Wikitransfer (Fabbri et al., 2021). Instead of train- 143

ing different models for different target datasets 144

as in WikiTransfer, we propose a unified model 145

that generalizes well across different domains. As- 146

sume we have l target-specific pseudo training sub- 147

sets {D1(n1,m1, a1), ..., Dl(nl,ml, al)}, we give 148

each subset another special token Ei as a pseudo 149

label to represent the target-specific pattern and 150

also add all these special tokens {E1, E2, ..., El} 151

to the input vocabulary of the seq2seq model. In 152

the training phase, we preprend the corresponding 153

target code Ei to the document, and a summary 154

is generated conditioned on both the source doc- 155

ument di and its target control code Ei, which is 156

represented as pθ(hi|di, Ei). This allows for con- 157

trol over the domain and generation style of gen- 158
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Pubmed

Model Entity
Precision R-1 R-2 R-L

Reference 42.85 100 100 100
BARTlarge 74.31 43.35 16.20 39.50
ECC 76.38 43.46 16.24 39.68

SAMSum

Model Entity
Precision R-1 R-2 R-L

Reference 71.20 100 100 100
BARTlarge 78.50 52.39 27.89 43.58
ECC 80.23 52.42 27.69 43.34

Table 2: Experiment results in the supervised fine-tuning
setting on Pubmed and SAMsum datasets, XSum results
are reported in Table 3

XSum

Model Entity
Precision FEQA R-1 R-L

BART 54.11 22.50 44.78 36.64
+CORRECT 55.57 25.62 43.48 35.32
+FILTER 70.49 26.73 42.19 33.97
ECC 59.38 26.51 43.82 35.97

Table 3: Performance comparison on XSum dataset.

erated summaries by prepending different domain159

control codes during inference. The control codes160

are also stackable, so we can stack the target con-161

trol with entity coverage control for faithful zero-162

shot summarization, which could be denoted as163

pθ(hi|di, Ci, Ei).164

3 Experiments165

3.1 Experiment Settings166

Datasets and evaluation metric: We experi-167

ment with three mainstream datasets in differ-168

ent domains: news summarization dataset XSum169

(Narayan et al., 2018), scientific paper dataset170

Pubmed (Cohan et al., 2018), and dialogue summa-171

rization dataset Samsum (Gliwa et al., 2019). We172

use ROUGE (Lin, 2004) to measure the fluency173

and salience and use Entity Precision (Nan et al.,174

2021) and FEQA (Durmus et al., 2020) to measure175

the faithfulness of output summaries. We also ask176

expert annotators to perform a human evaluation in177

both summary faithfulness and quality. Implemen-178

tation details are described in Appendix A.179

Baselines: We compare our methods with: BART180

(Lewis et al., 2020), Bart outputs with post-181

processing correction (Chen et al., 2021), Bart with182

entity-based data filtering (Nan et al., 2021) and183

zero-shot Wikipedia intermediate fine-tuning Wiki-184

Transfer (Fabbri et al., 2021).185

Xsum

Model Entity
Precision R-1 R-2 R-L

BART 92.61 19.45 3.01 13.29
WIKITRANSFER 50.50 29.39 8.90 21.98
ECC-zero 55.48 30.05 9.72 22.99

Pubmed

Model Entity
Precision R-1 R-2 R-L

BART 42.85 31.65 10.17 16.60
WIKITRANSFER 62.72 38.64 13.28 19.37
ECC-zero 68.13 38.42 13.34 19.32

Table 4: Model performance in the zero-shot summa-
rization setting.

Model Faith. % Ex. % In. % Quality
BART 15.0 54.0 39.0 2.31
+CORRECT 27.0 48.0 57.0 2.42
ECC 28.0 41.0 37.0 2.43
ECC-zero 31.0 48.0 38.0 1.73

Table 5: Human evaluation results of 50 test exam-
ples sampled from XSum dataset. Results with inter-
annotator agreement are reported in Appendix C.

3.2 Automatic Evaluation 186

Table 2 shows the performance of our method in 187

the supervised fine-tuning setting. Compared to 188

the summaries generated by BART, our method in- 189

creases the entity coverage precision with roughly 190

the same summary quality. Table 3 shows the per- 191

formance comparison to baselines on the XSum 192

dataset. Our methods achieves comparable faith- 193

fulness improvements without degrading the sum- 194

mary quality compared to data filtering and post- 195

processing methods. 196

Table 4 shows the zero-shot summarization re- 197

sults on XSum and Pubmed datasets. We notice 198

BART tends to copy from the source document, so 199

it achieves high entity coverage precision (92.61) 200

but low summary quality. In contrast, with our 201

intermediate fine-tuning, BART learns the charac- 202

teristic of the downstream dataset and achieves a 203

considerable improvement in ROUGE score. Com- 204

pared to the baseline Wikitransfer, we see improve- 205

ments in both the entity coverage precision and 206

summary quality. Our model is also generalized 207

cross datasets, so we use one model for different 208

downstream targets instead of training separate 209

models like Wikitransfer. 210

3.3 Human Evaluation 211

Table 5 shows the human evaluation results on 212

the 50 randomly sampled subset of articles from 213

the XSum dataset following the setting of (Chen 214
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Figure 2: Number of entities in the generated summary
from BART and ECC.

Model Entity
Precision R-1 R-2 R-L

BARTlarge 54.11 44.78 21.60 36.64
LOW 51.32 44.03 21.23 36.12
MEDIUM 53.50 43.94 21.21 35.94
HIGH 59.38 43.82 21.15 35.97

Table 6: Comparison of summaries docoding with dif-
ferent control codes on XSum Dataset.

et al., 2021). Four expert annotators assign each215

summary output into three faithfulness categories216

(faithful summary, intrinsic hallucination, extrin-217

sic hallucination) and three summary quality cate-218

gories (low(1), medium (2), high(3)). Note that a219

summary may contain both intrinsic and extrinsic220

hallucinations. As the results show, our ECCmodel221

improves the faithfulness of the summaries without222

degrading summary quality, which agrees with our223

automatic evaluation results.224

4 Analysis and Discussion225

Does our model generate fewer entities to be226

safe? One obvious way to get higher entity cov-227

erage precision is to avoid generating entities or228

generating extra non-sense named entities from the229

source document. We show the distribution of the230

number of entities in the generated summaries by231

our model and BART in Fig 2. We see that the232

Document: Saints captain <mask> Anderson claims he
was punched by Kiernan during last week’s 1-1 draw
between the sides. [...]
Bart: St Johnstone’s Gary Anderson says Rangers mid-
fielder John Kiernan should face a Scottish FA disciplinary
hearing over an alleged punch.
Reconstructed <mask> from 1st sentence context:
Top-5: [’Paul’, ’Mark’, ’Tom’, ’James’, ’Ryan’]
Reconstructed <mask> from full source context:
Top-5: [’Craig’, ’Gary ’, ’Kier’, ’Steven’, ’Anderson’]

Table 7: An example of hallucinated entity analysis
with mask token refilling by BART. The ground truth is
’Steven Anderson’ according to web search.

two distributions are very similar and have almost 233

the same mean number of entities. As a result, we 234

argue that our method doesn’t under-generate nor 235

over-generate entities from the source document, 236

and we don’t need to separately control the entity 237

compression rate. 238

How does control code affect inference phase? 239

We also study the effect of decoding with different 240

control codes. We prepend different entity 241

coverage control codes during inference on the 242

XSum test set. As shown in Table 6, our model 243

still generates reasonable summaries when inferred 244

with low and medium control codes. We notice 245

there is a trade-off between entity coverage 246

precision and the quality of the generated summary, 247

that summaries inferred with low control codes 248

have higher ROUGE scores. We argue this is 249

due to the low faithfulness level of the reference 250

summaries in Xsum dataset (Maynez et al., 2020). 251

252

Why does BART generate hallucinated tokens? 253

As shown in an XSum example in Table 7, fine- 254

tuned BART generates ‘Gary Anderson’ according 255

to the context ‘Saints captain Anderson’ , which is 256

erroneous since the actual captain is ‘Steven Ander- 257

son’. Language models contain abundant relational 258

knowledge from pre-training data and could be ex- 259

tracted by masked text filling (Petroni et al., 2019). 260

Similarly, we insert a mask token before ‘Anderson’ 261

and probe untuned BART to fill the masked tokens. 262

BART generates ‘Paul Anderson’ (actor) when only 263

given the first sentence context. When given the 264

whole news article, BART learns the context is 265

sports-related and generates famous athletes ‘Craig 266

Anderson’ (hockey athlete) and ‘Gary Anderson’ 267

(football athlete) according to its pre-trained prior 268

knowledge. The ground truth ‘Steven Anderson’ 269

appears much less frequent during pre-training, so 270

BART has a low probability of generating it cor- 271

rectly. We observe the same for ground truth ‘Rob 272

Kiernan’, which probably appears less frequently 273

in BART’s pre-training corpus. 274

5 Conclusion 275

In this paper, we study entity coverage control as a 276

method to address extrinsic hallucination in abstrac- 277

tive summarization in both supervised and zero- 278

shot settings. Our extensive experiment results 279

demonstrate that our proposed method effectively 280

reduces entity hallucination without hurting the 281

quality of the generated summaries. 282
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A Implementation Details 451

We use Huggingface libraries (Wolf et al., 2020) 452

for all our experiment implementations. Our back- 453

bone abstractive summarization model is BART- 454

large (Lewis et al., 2020), a pre-trained denoising 455

autoencoder language model with 336M parame- 456

ters based on the sequence-to-sequence transformer 457

(Vaswani et al., 2017). For fair comparison, we fine- 458

tune BART-large on each dataset for on 8 Tesla 459

A100 GPU pods with same learning rate 5e − 5 460

with weight decay using Adam optimizer (Kingma 461

and Ba, 2014). 462

For entity recognition, we use a neural Named 463

Entity Recognition (NER) system from the Stanza 464

NLP toolkit (Qi et al., 2020) trained on the 465

OntoNotes corpus (Weischedel et al., 2011) except 466

for Pubmed dataset. Since Pubmed is a medical 467

scientific article collection, we use biomedical, sci- 468

entific, and clinical text Named Entity Recognition 469

toolkit scispaCy (Neumann et al., 2019) instead. 470

B Representative Examples Analysis 471

In Table 8, we provide several representative ex- 472

amples from XSum dataset. Example 1 (first row) 473

shows how our entity control method gets rid of hal- 474

lucination terms from BART output. The reference 475

summary here is not faithful since ‘Los Angeles’ is 476

not covered in the source document. The correction 477

baseline changes ‘Los Angeles’ to ‘Mexico’, which 478

is a factual error. In contrast, the ECCoutput is to- 479

tally faithful to the source document and contains 480

salient information. 481

Example 2 (second row) shows the outputs de- 482

coded with different control codes during inference. 483

We can see the output decoded with low faithful- 484

ness control code is still fluent and reasonable, but 485

contains less faithful entities compared to the out- 486

put decoded with high faithfulness control code. 487

Example 3 (third row) shows an example of fac- 488

tual statement, which is verifiable in the real world 489

independent of the source text. The reference sum- 490

mary uses ‘most of Wales’ to summarize the county 491

names in the source document. This type of hallu- 492

cination needs more external knowledge and com- 493

monsense reasoning to decide its factuality. Our 494

method only focuses on entity level hallucination 495

problems instead. 496

C Human Evaluation Confidence 497

Our human evaluation follows the setting of prior 498

work (Chen et al., 2021). We calculate the inter- 499
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Bart: A video game based on one of the world’s most popular wrestling traditions has been launched at the E3
gaming show in Los Angeles.’
Correction: A video game based on one of the world’s most popular wrestling traditions has been launched at the
E3 gaming show in Mexico.
ECC: A video game dedicated to Mexican wrestling has been released at E3.
Reference: One of the more unusual titles at E3, the worlds largest video games exhibition held each year in
Los Angeles, is Konami’s Lucha Libre AAA: Heroes del Ring.
Bart: Tourists in Spain have been accused of harassing a dolphin after it became stranded on a beach.
Low Code: A dolphin that became stranded in the sea off the coast of Spain has been harassed by a group
of tourists.
High Code: A dolphin that became stranded in the sea off the coast of Andalucia has been harassed by tourists.
Reference: A baby dolphin has died after it was surrounded by tourists looking to take photographs on a beach
in southern Spain.
Document: The warning begins at 22:00 GMT on Saturday and ends at 10:00 on Sunday. The ice could lead to
difficult driving conditions on untreated roads and slippery conditions on pavements, the weather service warned.
Only the southernmost counties and parts of the most westerly counties are expected to escape. Counties expected
to be affected are Carmarthenshire, Powys, Ceredigion, Pembrokeshire, Denbighshire, Gwynedd, Wrexham,
Conwy, Flintshire, Anglesey, ..., Rhondda Cynon Taff and Torfaen.
Reference:The Met Office has issued a yellow weather warning for ice across most of Wales.

Table 8: Representative examples from the XSum test set.

Model Faith. % Ex. % In. % Quality
BART 15.0± 7.4 54.0± 11.2 39.0± 5.8 2.31± 0.14
ECC 28.0± 6.2 41.0± 7.2 37.0± 8.3 2.43± 0.17
ECC-zero 31.0± 2.8 48.0± 9.3 38.0± 7.2 1.73± 0.07

Table 9: Human evaluation results of 50 test examples
sampled from XSum dataset.

annotator agreement with additional annotations500

from two other experts. We estimate the adjusted501

mean and 95% confidence interval from the mean502

and standard deviation. The full results are shown503

in Table 9.504
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